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1. Introduetion 
With the active magnetic hearing system miniVS: configuration C3, obtained from MECOS 
Traxler AG, a software tooibox forMatlab is delivered. This software was delivered without 
hardly any documentation [MEC97] and for this reason this small manual is written which 
describes the most important functions in this toolbox. 

1.1 Hardware 
The hardware of the miniVS, configuration 3 [MEC97] consistsof the following: the control 
cabinet (MBE8/50), a frequency converter (CF200) and the magnetically borne shaft. In 
Figure 1-1 the complete system is shown in a block diagram. 

motor 

drive CF200 

PC with RS232 • bearing 

I Matlab interface MBE8/50 shaft 
... 

sensor 

Figure 1-1, block diagram 

In Figure 1-2 a photo of the active magnetic hearing from MECOS Traxler AG is given. 

Figure 1-2, The plant 

The control cabinet consists of: 

• sensor electranies for 5 displacement sensors and the rotational pulse; 

• a fast digital controller (FDC) board based on the TMS320C25 signal processor with 8 
input channels (AJD), 12 output channels (DIA), digital I/Os and serial/parallel interface to 
the personal computer; 

• 10 pulse width modulated power amplifier channels with 300 Watt maximum output 
power each. 

The displacement sensors are all Eddy current sensors. They have a resolution of 200nm and a 
linearity error smaller then 10%. 
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The AID converters (including multiplexer) and the Dl A converters, on the FDC board, have a 
resolution of 12 bits. The program and control parameters are on EPROM. The memory on 
the FDC board is divided in a 32kWord EPROM, a 32kWord RAM (for the program) and a 
64kWord RAM (for the data). 

The pul se width modulated power amplifiers have a modulation frequency of 78.125 kHz, 
have a maximum output current of 6A and are current controlled, this means that the output 
current is controlled, not the output voltage. 

The interface between Matlab and the controller board (MBES/50), the variables of the AMB 
controller board can be accessed by name through a bidden cross reference table. This cross 
reference table not only manages the bookkeeping of memory addresses and variabie names, 
but also enables the use of vector and matrix objects of variabie size for controller 
downloading. 

The Matlab interface also incorporates tools for taking real time history measurements of 
AMB controller variables. For this purpose, the digital controller can be configured to store up 
to 50000 variables in the on-board memory. 

More information about the hardware can be found in the manuals delivered with the system. 

1.2 Software 
The software tooibox delivered with the miniVS, C3 is split up in a couple of directories. The 
structure is shown in Figure 1-3. 

C:\mecos \GlobTMS t \Batch3 

\Clib3 

-+\ProjTMS ______. \miniVS L \Eprom 

[\Link 

-+\Matlab 

-T"""+ \M2sab-3 

\M2tms-3 

\Mxsab-3 

\Mxtms-3 

Figure 1-3, tooibox strucure 

In the first directory (\GLobTMS) there are two sub-directories. The directories contains the 
global batch files for DOS (\Batch3) and the object files of C libraries including TI (Texas 
Instruments) runtime support (\Clib3). 

The second directory (\ProjTMS) consists of one sub-directory (\miniVS) which again 
consists of sub-directories. The first one (\Eprom) is used for the Eprom files ( one for the high 
and one for the low byte), the second (\Link) contains the parameter initialisation files 
(downloadable program and linker stuff) and the last sub-directory is the working directory. 

The last directory (\toolbox) consists of four sub-directories. The first one (\M2sab-3) is for 
the low level seriallink support. The second one (\M2tms-3) is the low level cmex tooibox 
with parallellink support. The third one (\Mxsab-3) is the high level seriallink support. The 



last one (\Mxtms-3) is the high level Matlab interface toolbox. In this last one the main 
functions ( discussed in later chapters) are stored. 
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In the following chapters the most important functions of the tooibox are described. The AMB 
system should always first be initialised with the function mecos. There is help available for 
almost all functions by entering: help <function name>. 

1.3 Controller 
The high level Matlab interface automatically performs the controller parameter sealing 
needed for the fixed-point DSP board. The basic controller software implemented on the 
digital controller board (executable code) allows for decentralised (SISO) and centralised 
(MIMO) controllers of variabie order. For the centralised controller the DSP board as wellas 
the Matlab software should be extended. Additionally, an adaptive feedforward compensator 
enables synchronized unbalance cancellation. 

There are in total five controllers available. The first one (channel 0) is for cantrolling the XA
axes, the second (channel I) is for cantrolling the YA-axes, the third one (channel2) is for 
cantrolling the x8 -axes, the fourth (channel 3) is for cantrolling the y8 -axes and the last one 
( channel 4) is for cantrolling the z-axes. The axis are defined in Figure 1-4. 

B A 

Figure 1-4, Definition of the axis 

The poleizero map of the standard MECOS Traxler AG controller is given in Figure 1-5, 
notice that it is given in the Z-domain. The sample frequency is 4950.5 [Hz]. 

PZ-map 
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Figure 1-5, PZ-map 
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2. Demos available in the tooibox 
There are a number of demonstrations delivered with the miniVS, contiguration 3. Each of 
these demonstrations are described in the sections below. The Matlab commands tostart these 
demonstrations are printed italic. 

2.1 Mecos demonstration 
Actually there is only one demonstration, called mecosdemo. When this demonstration is 
started a menu will follow with five different options. Each option is a demonstration of one 
of the possibilities of the system, besides the last which is the exit button. These 
demonstrations are clarified in the next sections. lt should be mentioned that all demos can be 
started separately. 

2.2 Scope demonstration 
The first demonstration is the scopedemo. When this demonstration is started there are two 
important buttons. The first is the "Set Trigger", which sets a trigger position for the z-axis of 
the shaft. When after this the "Start Scope" button is pushed, a time history measurement will 
start for the z-axis. 

2.3 Wobble demonstration 
The second demonstration is the wobbldemo. Afterstarting this demonstration a window will 
appear with again two important buttons. The first one will start the wobbling measurement, 
which means measuring the closed loop frequency response. For this response the input is the 
offset of the controller output (x-axis on the A-side) and the output is the sensor signal on this 
x-axis. The excitation is doneon the offset of the controller output. While the second button 
measures the rotation speeds in rpm. 

2.4 FFC demo 
The third demonstration is the ffcdemo. This demonstration can measure the displacements 
(on the x- and y-axis) at the A- and B-side of the shaft and the cantrolling currents. After the 
measurements are taken it plots the following graphs: x-axis on A-side versus y-axis on A
side, x-axis on B-side versus Y-axis on B-side, current lx on A-side versus current ly on A-side 
and finally current lx on B-side versus current ly on B-side. The second button available can 
measure the rotation speed. Finally the third important button can turn on- and off the feect
forward compensator, for eliminating rotation synchronous disturbances. 

2.5 Music demo 
The last demonstration is the musicdemo. This demonstration is just for fun and will not be 
explained here. 
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3. Accessing Cross Variables 
All the cross variables can be accessed directly by the function tmsvar. For this refer to section 
3.1. Further more there are some specialised functions for accessing cross variables. These 
functions normally scale the cross variables immediately to meaningful values insteadof DSP 
units. These functions are discussed in the sections 3.2 and further. 

3.1 Basic access to the cross variables 
All cross variables can be accessed by the function tmsvar. This function can read from as 
wellas write to the cross variables list. For reading the following command should be given: 

outvalue = tmsvar('var _name'), 

where the name of the variabie is one of the cross variables and the output value will be the 
value of the cross variable. For writing the command below should be given: 

tmsvar('varname', invalue, quiet), 

again the name of the variabie can be given and the value (invalue) can be entered, this value 
should be in bits. There can also be given a parameter quiet and this value is as default zero. 
When '1' is entered no messages will be given on the screen. 

The available cross variables can be read with the function xlist. This function gives a list of 
all the cross variables. Initialised parameters have a suffix *. 

3.2 Rotating speed 
The rotating speed can be read with the command getspeed. The value given back by this 
function is in Hertz and can be transformed to rpm by multiplying by 60. When the speed is 
below 19 Hz the returned value is about 19 Hz (1140 rpm). The speed is calculated by reading 
the cross variabie FFTROT and multiplying this by 800e-6 (giving the period, at which the 
shaft rotates, in seconds), when inversed the frequency (in Hertz) is achieved. 

3.3 Sampling time 
The function gettsamp reacts the sampling time is seconds. The initia! value is 202~s. The 
value can be changed by puttsamp(time). The sampling time entered between brackets should 

be given in seconds. The cross variabie tsamp is equal to tsamp = 107 t -1, where t is the time 

in seconds. 

3.4 Controller parameters 
The controller parameters can also be read and written. In total there are five controllers 
available, called channel 0-4. Reading the controller parameters can be done by the function 
getcontr( channel). This function will needas input the specific channel (controller). The 
output values can be returned in three forms: packed system, state-space description or as a 
transfer function. The packed system is as default, for state-space description should be given 
as an output value [A,B,C,D] and for the transfer function [numerator, denominator]. 

For writing the parameters of one of the controllers the function putcontr can be used. This 
function needs as parameters: the packed system values, the state-space matrices or the 
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transfer function vectors, the specific channel and the additional option. This option can be '
b' for no matrix balancing. So the cernmand will be in the form: 

putcontr(packed_system, channel, opt), 

putcontr( a, b, c, d, channel, opt) or 

putcontr(numerator, denominator, channel, opt). 

3.5 Feed-forward controller 
The feed-forward controller (FFC) parameterscan also be read and written. Por this there are 
the functions getffc and putffc. The FFC transfer function can be approximated by a 
continuous-time transfer function: 

s2 +m2 
G(s) = 2 2 • 

s + 2cos(cp)Ç s + m - 2msin(cp)Ç 

where Ç is the damping in [rad/s], mis the notch frequency (the notch frequency indicates the 
rotatien speed of the shaft) and the angle cp is in [rad]. The open-loop poles of G(s) 

approximately I ie on a circle with radius s = d/2 and centred at s = ±m j . The angle cp 

determines the pole location on the circle. The 'classica!' notch corresponds to cp = 0. 

The commands will be in the form: 

[Ç, cp]=getffc and 

putffc( Ç, cp). 
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4. Measurements and excitations 

4.1 Introduetion 
Using the MXTMS-3 Tooibox quite a lot of measurements can be done (displacements, 
currents, speed, etc.) and excitations on cross variables (displacements, currents, etc.). The 
most important ones are described in the sections below. Most functions have a small 
explanation itself, that can be called by typing: help <name offunction>. 

4.2 Continuous display of cross variables 
The cross variables can be displayed continuously with the function cockpit. This function has 
a list of cross variables as an input, see chapter 6.25 on page 11. The command will be: 

cockpit('varl var2 var2'). 

4.3 Frequency spectrum of cross variables 
Of each time-dependent cross variabie the frequency spectrum can be measured. The function 
for doing this is calledfrq. As inputs it needs a list of the cross variables and optionally the 
sampling time (TSAMP by default) and the number of samples (1024 by default). The 
command will be in the form: 

[f, q] = frq(Variables, N_Samples, TSAMP). 

Where fis a frequency vector and q is a vector with the complex values indicating the 
spectrum. When the output parameters are leftout a log-log-plot will be displayed. 

4.4 Time history of cross variables 
The time history of one or more cross variables can be measured with the function scope. This 
function measures the value for the specific cross variables for a certain time and returns them 
as a plotor variabie (depending on the output parameter). The command will be in the form: 

Data= scope (Variables, N_Samples, N_Tsamp, quiet). 

When the output parameter is ommited a plot will be made. The variables should be a list of 
the cross variables that should be measured. The number of samples to be measured can be 
given by N_Samples and N_Tsamp (default 1) indicates that every N_Tsamp'th sample is 
recorded. When quiet is set to one there will be given no messages (default value is zero). 
When a trigger condition (see section 4.5) is given the measurements will take startafter 
triggering. 

4.5 Setting trigger èonditions 
When needed, for measuring the time history of cross variables, a trigger condition can be 
given with the function trigger. This function should preeeed the function scope (see previous 
section). The command for setting the trigger conditions is: 

trigger('triggervariable', triggerlevel, polarity, pretriglength). 

The trigger variabie is a cross variable, the level of trigger can be given (pay attention that this 
should be in DSP units) and the pre-trigger length gives the number of samples befare the 
event takes place. 
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The polarity gives the way the trigger-level is reached, e.g. positive slope ('+'), negative slope 
('-'), equality ('=') orthelevel is triggered ('x', this is also the default). 

4.6 Step response measurement 
While examining one ore more cross variables, one can be excited with a step, called the step 
response measurement. This measurement can be done with the function stepscop, which has 
the following structure: 

Data= stepscap (Vars, Exc_Var, Exc_Ampl, N_Samples, N_Tsamp). 

The output variabie is in the form Data( i, j) : variabie j at time i. When the output variabie is 
omitted a plot is made. V ars gives a list of cross variables to be examined. The Exc_ Var is the 
cross variabie excited by a step input, with an amplitude Exc_Ampl. The number of samples 
can be given (by default 1000) to be measured and that every N_Tsamp'th sample is recorded 
(default= 1 ). 

4.7 Frequency response measurement 
The frequency response is a measurement of the transfer function at different frequencies 
between the input and output variables of a system. These different frequencies are obtained 
by excitating a variabie with different frequencies. The command to do this measurement is: 

[Jrq_q,Jrq_m,frq_p] = wobble('inp', 'out', 'exc', ampl,f, pts). 

In this function inp are the system input variabies, out are the system output variables and exc 
are the system excitation variables. The amplitude of this excitation variabie is given by ampl. 

A frequency grid [Hz] used for the measurements is given by f. Further more the number of 
measurement samplescan be given, pts. As output variables the complex transfer matrix 
(jrq_q), the gain matrix (jrq_m) and the phase matrix (jrq_p) are returned. 
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5. Identification functions 
For the identification of the system some functions are written by the author of this report. The 
identification functions are available on floppy-disc. The functions are described in the next 
section. 

5.1 Explanation of the functions 
The identification can be started by ldentHo. This functions starts the complete procedure 
beginning by the initialisation of the AMB. The structure of the program is given in Figure 5-
1. The functions used are between brackets. 

/ Initialisation of ' AMB-system 

\... 
(me cos) 

./ 

~ 
/s · f " tartmg requency response 

measurements 

\... 
(meet) 

./ 

+ 
/ Transferming the TF of the"' 

controller to a FRF 

\... 
(GPHI2ab) 

+ 
Hopen loop is calculated and '\ 

the steady state gain should 
be entered 

/ 

+ 
Identification is started " 
two poles are identified 

(el is) 

+ 
The other twelve transfer' 

functions are calculated and 

\... 
the data is saved 

./ 

Figure 5-1, structure of identification program 

After the initialisation the measurements of the frequency response are started. The function 
meet is using a function called FRQ that is doing the real measurements. This function is the 
slightly modified function wobbie (see section 4.7), now able to measure responses from 0.5 
[Hz] up to half the sample frequency. When four response are measured the identification 
program continues. 

To calculate the open loop response of the system the frequency response of the controller is 
needed. This one is calculated with the function GPHI2ab, which is using the data in the file 
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control.m. After the open loop response is calculated and the steady state gains are given by 
the user the actual identification is started. 

For this identification the Frequency Domain System Identification Tooibox of Matlab is 
used. The function elis is used to identify a second order model for each of the four frequency 
responses. 

Finally the other twelve responses (cross-coupling and gyroscopic couplings) are calculated, 
for more information see the master thesis [BOE98] itself. 
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6. Most important cross variables 

6.1 Introduetion 
In this chapter there is given a list of the most important cross variables and how they should 
be transformed from DSP units to meaningful values. 

6.2 Cross variables 
Name 

SXO 

SXI 

Description 

Sensor signa!, XA -axis 

Sensor signal, YA -axis 

SX2 Sensor signal, x8 -axis 

SX3 Sensor signal, ys-axis 

SX4 Sensor signal, z-axis 

XOO, ... ,X04 Offset which is subtracted from SXO, ... ,SX4 

Result of SXO-XOO, ... , SX4-X04 

Transformation 

Llx=SX0*250 /2048 [J.Lm] 

ily=SXI *250 /2048 [J.Lm] 

ilz=SX4*250 /2048 [J.Lm] 

Xl, ... ,X4 

uo Controller output including integrator, XA-axis illx=U0*3/2048 [A] 

UI Controller output including integrator, YKaxis illy=U0*3/2048 [A] 

U2 Controller output including integrator, x8-axis 

U3 Controller output including integrator, y8 -axis 

U4 Controller output including integrator, z-axis 

UOO, ... ,UOI Offset which is subtracted from UO, ... ,U4 

AUO, ... ,AU4 Result of UO-UOO, ... ,U4-U04 

TSAMP 

FFFROT 

FFTROT 

floating 

rotating 

Sampling time 

Frequency 

Period 

Shaft is floating (1) or down (0) 

Shaft is rotating (1) or still (0) 

illz=U0*3/2048 [A] 

f=FFFROT/6.7109 [Hz] 

T=800e-9 * FFTROT [sec] 
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7. Trouble shooting 

7.1 Introduetion 
In this chapter is described how to check whether there is an error in the MECOS Traxler AG 
Active Magnetic Bearing System or not and how to solve this problem yourself. This is done 
by explaining the most important sides of the control cabinet. 

7.2 The front panel 
The front consists of three metal plates. On the first plate, started at the left si de, are mounted 
four lights below each other, one power light and a potentiometer. On the second and the third 
nothing is mounted. 

Wh en one or more of the four lights are blinking then refer to the manual mentioned before. In 
this manual the blinking code is described and possible problems are given. lt should be 
mentioned that these are not all the reasons why the fault could appear. 

When the power light is not burning after turning the device on this means that there is no 50 
Volt supply voltage. This can be because there is no power supply (220 Volt) at all or because 
the fuse ofthe 50 Volt part is blown. For replacing this fuse refer to the section 7.3. 

When the second and third plate are removed the electranies becomes visible. In total eight 
electrooie boards are placed. 

Startingat the right side, the communication board is placed. This board has one 7-segment 
display on it. When no communication is busy between the control cabinet and the host 
computer the dot is blinking, otherwise one small circle is rotating on the display. 

The second board is the processor board. On this one there is placed the digital signa} 
processor. Nothing can be read from this board. 

The third board, on which the sensor electronics are placed, consistsof two LED's and 12 
small screws. The screws can be used for calibrating the sensors (see section 7.4), which 
should be done by classified personnel only. The upper LED is red and will burn when there is 
a fault. The lower one, which is green will burn when everything is OK. The screws are 
defined as follow, from bottorn to top: 

1: offset channel 0 (channel XA) 

2: gain channel 0 

3: offset channel 1 (channel YA) 

4: gain channel 1 

5: offset channel 2 ( channel XB) 

6: gain channel 2 

7: offset channel 3 (channel YB) 

8: gain channel 3 

9: offset channel 4 (channel Z) 

I 0: gain channel 4 

11: offset channel 5 (pul se) 

12: gain channel5 
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The last five boards are all the same and each of them consistsof two power amplifiers. On 
these boards there are five LED's: at the top a green one, foliowed by a yellow one, then again 
two green ones and finally a red one. The green ones will always burn when the rotor is lifted. 
When the rotor is not lifted the yellow LED willlight up. The red one indicates a fault. 

7.3 Upper panel 
When the upper panel is removed the complete inside becomes visible. At the back and on the 
bottorn there is an electronic board with one big trafo on it. This board converts the 220 Volt 
power supply to the 50 Volt supply voltage needed for the magnetic hearings. On this plate 
there is also a fuse that may need to be replaced. Technica! details can be found in the manual 
of the system. This replacing could also be done by opening the back panel but this one is 
more sensitive for darnaging because of the many wires connected to this panel. 

7.4 Sensor calibration 
The ten sensors used in the shaft should also be calibrated. MECOS Traxler AG made a 
function ( calsensr) to calibrate eight of then ten sensors (the two sensors for the thrust bearing 
are not supported). Afterstarting the function the user is asked in which plane (A orB) the 
sensors should be calibrated. After this the user is asked to give the force amplitude, the 
increment of the angle, the number of calibration loops. Finally the measurement is started 
and the function returns which screws should be turned in which direction to calibrate the 
sensor correctly. 
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